Unit 2 - Week 0 : Prerequisite

Assignment 0

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Due on 2020-01-26, 23:59 IST.

1) Who among the following wrote the text On Liberty?
   - J S Mill
   - Hannah Arendt
   - Rousseau
   - James Mill

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   J S Mill

2) Who among the following argued about development as freedom?
   - Jean Dreze
   - Amartya Sen
   - John Maynard Keynes
   - John Rawls

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Amartya Sen

3) Which among the following sentences is not correct about feminism?
   - Personal is political
   - It attacks patriarchy
   - It questions the gender neutrality of state and public sphere
   - There are no inner contradictions or differences within feminism

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   There are no inner contradictions or differences within feminism

4) According to Rawls, which among the following is the first virtue of social institutions?
   - Wealth
   - Strength
   - Marxism
   - Justice

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Justice

5) Who among the following wrote the text Anarchy, State and Utopia?
   - John Rawls
   - Charles Taylor
   - Robert Nozick
   - Robert Dahl

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Robert Nozick